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� Introduction

In recent years there has been a signi�cant body of work� both theoretical and
experimental� that has established the viability of Arti�cial Neural Networks
�ANNs� as a useful technology for speech recognition� It has been shown that
neural networks can be used to augment speech recognizers whose underlying
structure is essentially that of Hidden Markov Models �HMMs�� In particular�
we and others have demonstrated that fairly simple ANN structures can be
discriminatively trained to estimate emission probabilities for an HMM�

For a number of controlled tests� simple speech recognition systems �using
context�independent phone models� based on this approach have been observed
to be at least as accurate as HMM�based systems using more common struc�
tures for recognition and training� Additionally� they appear to be more e�cient
than current competitive approaches� in terms of CPU and memory run�time
requirements�

In this paper� we �rst give a brief overview of current state�of�the�art Auto�
matic Speech Recognition �ASR�� and then describe the use of ANNs as statis�
tical estimators� We then review the basic principles of our hybrid HMM�ANN
approach and describe some experiments� We discuss some current research top�
ics� including new theoretical developments in training ANNs to maximize the
posterior probabilities of the correct models for speech utterances� Finally� we
conclude with the description of a new ASR approach using hybrid HMM�ANN
systems to process multiple input streams� with sub�band based ASR as a par�
ticular case showing improved robustness to noise�

� Technology Background

��� Automatic Speech Recognition

The basic task of Automatic Speech Recognition �ASR� is to derive a sequence
of words from a stream of acoustic information�A more general task is automatic
speech understanding� which includes the extraction of meaning �for instance� a



query to a database� or producing actions in response to speech� For many ap�
plications� interaction between system components devoted to semantics� dialog
generation� etc�� and the speech recognition subsystem can be critical� However�
in order to simplify the focus of this article� we will only consider recognition
per se�

ASR systems typically consist of several major components that are illus�
trated in Figure 	�
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Fig� �� Block diagram of continuous speech recognition�

Note that the �rst block� which consists of the acoustic environment plus the
transduction equipment �microphone� preampli�er� anti�aliasing �lter� sample�
and�hold� A�D converter� can have a strong e
ect on the generated speech repre�
sentations� For instance� additive noise� room reverberation� microphone position
and type� dc o
sets in the preampli�er or sample�and�hold� and ground loops in



the equipment can all be associated with this part of the process� The second
block� the feature extraction subsystem �sometimes called the front end� is in�
tended to deal with these problems� as well as deriving acoustic representations
that are both good at separating di
ering classes of speech sounds and e
ec�
tive at suppressing irrelevant sources of variation� These two blocks� though not
discussed further in this article� are worthy of signi�cant study� and like the com�
ponents devoted to understanding cannot ultimately be completely partitioned
from the rest of the recognizer�

The next two blocks in Figure 	 illustrate the core acoustic pattern matching
operations of speech recognition� In nearly all ASR systems� a representation of
speech� such as a spectral or cepstral representation� is computed over successive
intervals� e�g�� 	�� times per second� These representations or speech frames are
then compared to the spectra or cepstra for speech that were used for training�
using some measure of similarity or distance� Each of these comparisons can be
viewed as a local match� The global match is a search for the best sequence
of words �in the sense of the best match to the data�� and is determined by
integrating many local matches� The local match does not typically produce a
single hard choice of the closest speech class� but rather a group of distances
or probabilities corresponding to possible sounds� These are then used as part
of a global search or decoding to �nd an approximation to the closest �or most
probable� sequence of speech classes� or ideally to the most likely sequence of
words� Another key function of this global decoding block is to compensate
for temporal distortions that occur in normal speech� For instance� vowels are
typically shortened in rapid speech� while some consonants may remain nearly
the same length�

The most common global decoding approach is some form of dynamic pro�

gramming �DP� ���� in which time warping of the input against possible speech
representations results in the most likely sequence of sound categories to match
the input� There are many variations to this process� but in general the local
computation consists of �nding the lowest cost path through possible represen�
tations by�

	� For each time step� consider possible transitions from the previous time step�
� For each such possible transition� take the cost of the sound sequence that

has been hypothesized so far� and add it to the cost of the transition�
�� Choose the least costly transition according to this number� and add it to

the cost of the local match� keeping track of the pointer to the winning prior
sequence� The sum is the current global cost of the sequence that can be
backtracked at this point from the pointers that have been saved�

�� At the end of the utterance� backtrack from the lowest global cost to generate
the corresponding speech sequence�

This description is greatly oversimpli�ed from what is used in most systems�
for instance� the local and transition costs are generally implemented as �nega�
tive� log probabilities�� so that the sums can be interpreted as giving the most

� Note that for a multivariate Gaussian distribution� the exponent is the negative of
the Mahalanobis distance between the data vector and the mean vector�



probable sequences� These sums of logs are equivalent to the log of products
of probabilities� Performing these operations in the log domain is preferable for
a number of reasons �e�g�� numerical stability�� Additionally� the decoding pro�
cedure is often done using di
erent algorithms� for instance using a tree�based
search� or using multiple passes with increasingly detailed models� Nonetheless�
the DP �or Viterbi search for statistical systems� described above is at the base
of many recognition systems� including the class described here�

This procedure can also be seen as corresponding to an underlying model of
speech� namely that of words consisting of sequences of speech units that can
have varying length� Implicitly this means that each speech unit has constant
spectral properties until one jumps to the next one� an assumption that is clearly
wrong for natural human speech� Nonetheless� it is a simplifying assumption that
permits the use of powerful statistical techniques that are brie�y discussed in
the next section�

The last block in Figure 	 consists of the language model� which determines
the hypotheses that are considered in the global search� This block can also
process the global decoder output further� For instance� if the decoder generates
not only the most likely sentence but rather the N most likely� �e�g�� N�	���� the
language model could rescore these sentence according to grammar or semantics�
As with the front end� this research topic will not be described further here�

As noted above� most often the local distance computation is implemented
probabilistically� Typically� the probability of an observed spectrum or cepstrum
is computed for each possible sound� These probabilities are most commonly es�
timated using a mixtures �weighted sum� of Gaussian distributions� or by vector
quantizing the spectra and counting the co�occurrences of spectral prototypes
and speech categories in order to derive discrete probability distributions� Ad�
ditionally� as will be explained in this article� connectionist networks can be
used to generate the required probabilities� First� however� we brie�y explain
the underlying structure of the probabilistic approach�

��� Hidden Markov Models �HMMs�

A hidden Markov model �HMM� is typically de�ned �and represented� as a
stochastic �nite state automaton �SFSA� which is assumed to be built up from
a �nite set of possible states Q � fq�� � � � � qk� � � � � qKg� each of those states being
associated with a speci�c probability distribution �or probability density func�
tion� in the case of likelihoods�� A speci�c HMM Mi will then be represented by
a SFSA with Li states Si � fs�� � � � � s�� � � � � sLi

g� with each s� � Q� put together
according according to a speci�c �usually prede�ned� sometimes automatically
inferred� topology �usually left�to�right topology when used for speech recogni�
tion�� Of course� S may only contain a subset of Q� while also having the same
state appearing at di
erent nodes of the SFSA�

According to this formalism� HMMs model the sequence of feature vectors�

X � fx�� � � � � xn� � � � � xNg as a piecewise stationary process for which each sta�

� Usually� centisecond acoustic vectors resulting from spectral or cepstral analysis�



tionary segment will be associated with a speci�c HMM state� That is� when us�
ing modelM � an utterance X � fx�� � � � � xn� � � � � xNg is modeled as a succession
of discrete stationary states S � fs�� � � � � s�� � � � � sLg� L � N � with instantaneous
transitions between these states� As usually de�ned in our previous papers� no�
tation qnk then means that the state of S hypothesized at time n is associated
with the distribution qk� An example of a simple HMM is given in Figure � this
could be the model of a short word assumed to be composed of three stationary
parts�
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Fig� �� A three�state Hidden Markov Model �HMM�� A HMM is a stochastic �nite
state machine� consisting of a set of states and corresponding transitions between
states� HMMs are commonly speci�ed by a set of states qi� an emission probability
density p�xnjqi� associated with each state� and transition probabilities P �qjjqi� for
each permissible transition from state qi to state qj �

The approach de�nes two concurrent stochastic processes� the sequence of
HMM states �modeling the temporal structure of speech�� and a set of state out�
put processes �modeling the �locally� stationary character of the speech signal��
The HMM is called a �hidden� Markov model because the underlying stochastic
process �i�e�� the sequence of states� is not directly observable� but still a
ects
the observed sequence of acoustic features�

Ideally� there should be a HMM for every possible utterance� However� this
is clearly infeasible for all but extremely constrained tasks� generally a hierar�
chical scheme must be adopted to reduce the number of possible models� First�
a sentence is modeled as a sequence of words� To further reduce the number of
parameters �and� consequently� the required amount of training material� and
to avoid the need of a new training each time a new word is added to the
lexicon� word models are often comprised of concatenated sub�word units� Al�
though there are good linguistic arguments for choosing units such as syllables
or demi�syllables� the unit most commonly used are speech sounds �phones� that



are acoustic realizations of the linguistic categories called phonemes� Phonemes
are speech sound categories that are su�cient to di
erentiate between di
erent
words in a language� One or more HMM states are commonly used to model
a segment corresponding to a phone� Word models consist of concatenations
of phone or phoneme models �constrained by pronunciations from a lexicon��
and sentence models consist of concatenations of word models �constrained by
a grammar��

Theory and methodology for HMMs are described in many sources� includ�
ing ���� Brie�y� the fundamental equation relevant for this process is a restate�
ment of Bayes� rule as applied to speech recognition��

P �M jX��� �
p�XjM���P �M j��

p�Xj��
�	�

in which � is the parameter set and P �M jX��� is the posterior probability
of the hypothesized Markov model M �i�e�� associated with a speci�c sequence
of words� given an acoustic vector sequence X� Since it is not known how to
compute this probability directly�� �	� is usually used to split this posterior
probability into a likelihood p�XjM��� that represents the contribution of the
acoustic model� and a prior probability P �M j�� that represents the contribution
of the language model� p�XjM � and P �M � are estimated during recognition from
subsystems whose parameters are sometimes trained from di
erent training sets
�for instance� from an acoustic training set and from a large corpus of written
text�� For this reason� the two sets of parameters� which we denote as � and
�� for acoustic and language model parameters respectively� are assumed to
be independent� By doing so� and assuming that the estimate of p�X� in �	�
is independent of the acoustic parameters � �which is actually not true during
training�� �	� permits the formulation of acoustic model training as a Maximum

Likelihood Estimation �MLE� problem�
The acoustic likelihood is then computed by expanding it into all possible

state paths in M that can generate X�

p�XjM��� �
X
�Sj

p�X�Sj jM��� ��

where the sum extends over all possible paths Sj of length N in M � This �full�
likelihood is sometimes approximated as

p��XjM��� � max
�Sj

p�X�Sj jM��� ���

which is usually referred to as the �Viterbi� approximation� which is often used
for recognition without much loss in performance�

� In this paper� actual probabilities will be denoted P ��� while probability density
functions �likelihoods� will be denoted p���

� However� see ��	 for some theoretical work that suggests an approach to training and
recognition with a global P �M jX� criterion�



During recognition of an unknown utterance X� we have to �nd the best
modelMj from the set of all possible models that maximizes P �Mj jX��� given
a �xed set of parameters �� i�e��

j � argmax
�i

P �MijX����
�� ���

� argmax
�i

p�XjMi� ��P �Mij�
�� ���

since � is �xed during recognition �consequently turning p�Xj�� into a constant
factor independent of the model�� This is usually solved by the Viterbi algorithm�
a particular case of dynamic programming �DP� ����

During training� we want to determine the parameter sets � and �� that
maximize P �MjjXj � ���

�� for all training utterances Xj � j � 	� � � � � J � associ�
ated with Mj �known during training�� i�e��

argmax
����

JY
j��

P �Mj jXj� ���
�� ���

Ideally we thus want to optimize ��� during training� However� as already men�
tioned above� this problem is usually simpli�ed by using Bayes� rule� yielding

P �MijX����
�� �

p�XjMi� ��P �Mij�
��

p�Xj��
���

�
p�XjMi� ��P �Mij�

��P
j p�XjMj � ��P �Mjj���

���

where
P

j represents the sum over all possible models� It is thus clear that the
training of every model should depend on all the other models and on the whole
parameter set� yielding proper discrimination between the models� One of the
goals of hybrid HMM�ANN systems as discussed here is to actually improve
discrimination between the models �see� e�g�� ����� this will be further discussed
in Section ��

However� in standard HMM systems� this optimization is usually simpli�ed
by maximizing likelihoods only �maximum likelihood estimation�� i�e��

argmax
�

JY
j��

p�Xj jMj� �� ���

The parameter set � of such a statistical system is trained on acoustic data
so that during recognition it produces emission probabilities p�xnjqk� �� �see
Figure � that can be multiplied to produce an approximation to the acoustic
probability p�XjM � �assuming statistical independence��

There exist e�cient training algorithms to learn the parameters � of the
probability estimators� The most common form of this procedure is a particular



case of Expectation�Maximization �EM� algorithm �often referred to as Baum�
Welch or forward�backward algorithm� in which the estimators for the data like�
lihoods conditioned on each word model �p�XjM���� are iteratively trained ����
In the case of Viterbi approximation �equation ����� the full likelihood is approx�
imated by the likelihood of the most probable path through the states in the
models� as given by the DP procedure� The resulting training algorithmwill then
iteratively improve the DP segmentation and the parameter estimation� This ap�
proximation is sometimes more sensitive to poor initializations� but with a good
initialization can be particularly straightforward to implement� and ultimately
is more convenient for the approaches described in this article� One form of this
iteration� then� could be as follows�

	� Given a set of acoustic training data that is phonetically labeled �possibly
with errors�� train an estimator to generate the data density for any hypoth�
esized state �speech class�� i�e�� train an estimator of the emission probability
density conditioned on the input�

� Given a probability estimator for the data likelihood of each state� use DP
to �nd the most likely sequence through the states in all the possible model
sequences� This step is sometimes called a forced Viterbi alignment �deter�
mining the alignment of the sequence of acoustic training vectors with the
corresponding phonetic labels��

This procedure� sometimes called embedded Viterbi learning �as used in the
segmental k�means algorithm ���� for instance�� can be proved to converge to a
local optimum� in practice it is repeated until some stopping criterion has been
reached� See Section�refsec�embedded for the HMM�ANN implementation of this
algorithm�

��� Arti�cial Neural Networks �ANNs� as Statistical Estimators

Estimating HMM emission probabilities with an ANN

ANNs can be used to classify speech units such as phonemes or words� typically
by mapping temporal representations into spatial ones� or by using recurrences�
This is the way ANNs were initially used on simple speech recognition problems�
However� ANNs classifying complete temporal sequences have not been success�
ful for continuous speech recognition� In fact� used as such they are not likely to
work well for continuous speech� since the number of possible word sequences in
an utterance is generally in�nite� Also� we presently do not know of any prin�
cipled way to translate an input sequence of acoustic vectors into an output
sequence of speech units with what has commonly been called an ANN� On the
other hand� HMMs provide a reasonable structure for representing sequences
of speech sounds or words� Assuming such a structure� one good use for ANNs
might be to provide the distance measure for the local match block of Figure 	�

For statistical recognition systems� the role of the local estimator must be to
approximate probabilities or probability density values� In particular� given the
basic HMM equations� we would like to estimate something like the probability



p�xnjqk� of Figure � that is� the probability of the observed data vector given the
hypothesized HMM state �which corresponds to some speech sound�� However�
HMMs are based on a very strict formalism that is di�cult to modify without
losing the theoretical foundations or the e�ciency of the training and recognition
algorithms� Fortunately� ANNs can estimate probabilities that are related to
these emission probabilities� and so can be fairly easily integrated into an HMM�
based approach� In particular� ANNs can be trained to produce the posterior

probability P �qkjxn�� that is� the a posteriori probability of the HMM state
given the acoustic data� if each ANN output is associated with a speci�c HMM
state� This can be converted to emission probabilities using Bayes� rule�

Several authors have shown that the outputs of ANNs used in classi�ca�
tion mode can be interpreted as estimates of a posteriori probabilities of out�
put classes conditioned on the input ���	���� The proof given in ���� is re�
peated here� For continuous�valued acoustic input vectors� the Mean Square

Error �MSE� criterion which is usually minimized during ANN training can be
expressed as follows�

E �

Z
p�x�

KX
k��

KX
���

P �qkjx� �g��x�� d��x��
�
dx �	��

where g��x� represents the observed output for class q� given x at the input� and

d��x� represents the associated desired output� Since p�x� �
PK

i�� p�qi� x�� we
have�

E �

Z KX
i��

�
KX
k��

KX
���

�g��x�� d��x��
�
P �qkjx�

�
p�qi� x� dx

After a little more algebra� using the assumption that d��x� � �k� if x � qk� and
adding and subtracting p��q�jx� in the previous equation leads to�

E �

Z KX
i��

�
KX
���

�
g�� �x�� g��x�P �q�jx� � P ��q�jx�

��
p�qi� x� dx

�

Z KX
i��

�
KX
���

�
P �q�jx�� P ��q�jx�

��
p�qi� x� dx

�

Z KX
i��

�
KX
���

�g��x�� P �q�jx��
�

�
p�qi� x� dx �		�

�

Z KX
i��

�
KX
���

�P �q�jx��	� P �q�jx���

�
p�qi� x� dx

Since the second term in this �nal expression �		� is independent of the network
outputs� minimization of the squared�error cost function is achieved by choosing
network parameters to minimize the �rst expectation term� However� the �rst
expectation term is simply the MSE between the network output gk�x� and
the posterior probability P �qkjx�� Minimization of �	�� is thus equivalent to



minimization of the �rst term of �		� is independent of the� i�e�� estimation
of p�qkjx� at the output of the MLP� This shows that a discriminant function
obtained by minimizing the MSE retains the essential property of being the best
approximation to the Bayes probabilities in the sense of mean square error� A
similar proof was given in ��� for the relative entropy cost function�

Since these proofs are only based on the minimized criterion �and not on
the architecture of the network�� they are valid for any of the ANNs� given two
conditions�

	� The system must be su�ciently complex �e�g�� contain enough parameters�
to be trained to a good approximation of the mapping function between
input and the output class� and

� The system must be trained to a global error minimum �where mean squared
error and relative entropy are error criteria that will work for this purpose��

It has been experimentally observed that� for systems trained on a large
amount of speech� the outputs of a properly trained ANN do in fact approximate
posterior probabilities �see Figure ��	 in ����� even for error values that are not
precisely the global minimum�

Thus� emission probabilities p�xnjqk� for use in �standard� HMMs �see Sec�
tion �� can be estimated by applying Bayes� rule to the ANN outputs� In
practical systems� we actually compute scaled likelihoods

P �qkjxn� ��

P �qk�
�
p�xnjqk� ��

p�xnj��
�	�

where � represents now the ANN parameter set used as the parameters for all
the acoustic models� That is� we divide the posterior estimates from the ANN
outputs by estimates of class priors� namely the relative frequencies of each class
as determined from the class labels that are produced by a forced Viterbi align�
ment of the training data� The scaled likelihood of the right hand side can be
used as an emission probability for the HMM� since� during recognition� the
scaling factor p�xn� is a constant for all classes and will not change the classi�
�cation� In Section � we will discuss this further and will present a theoretical
justi�cation�

Figure � shows the basic hybrid scheme� in which the ANN generates poste�
rior estimates that can be transformed into emission probabilities as described
above� and then used in DP either for forced alignment �when the word sequence
is assumed� or for recognition �when word sequences are hypothesized��

Why this is Good

Since we ultimately derive essentially the same probability with an ANN as we
would with a conventional �e�g�� Gaussian mixture� estimator� what is the point�
There are several potential advantages that we and others have observed�

� Model accuracy� ANN estimation of probabilities does not require detailed
assumptions about the form of the statistical distribution to be modeled�
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Fig� �� At every time step n� the acoustic vector xn with right and left context is
presented to the net �Figure ��� This generates local probabilities that are used� after
division by priors� as local scaled likelihoods in a Viterbi DP algorithm� In the �gure
above� the arrows coming up from each ANN output symbolize the use of these scaled
likelihoods �after taking the negative logarithm� as distances from the acoustic input
to their corresponding state� The dark solid line shows the best path through the
models up to time n �that can be determined by backtracking through pointers�� and
the dashed path shows its continuation that can be determined once the distances are
computed for the last frame in the data�

resulting in more accurate acoustic models� This is in contrast with more
conventional approaches� in which hard choices must often be made� such as
between discrete or continuous features� or about the number of signi�cant
mixtures used to represent a distribution� within a mixture component� the
density is often assumed to be �locally� Gaussian with no correlation be�
tween features� For discrete observation variables� the features are assumed
to be statistically independent� These types of assumption are not required
with an ANN estimator� which will be an advantage particularly when a
mixture of feature types are used� e�g�� binary and continuous�� Speci�cally�
standard HMM approaches require the assumption that successive acoustic
vectors are uncorrelated� For the ANN estimator� multiple inputs can be

� It is true that one often assumes a certain structure to the neural network� such as
a multi
layer perceptron with a single hidden layer composed of some �xed number
of hidden units� However� once there are enough hidden units� we have found such
structures to be quite insensitive to the precise number of hidden units�



used from a range of time steps� and the network will learn something about
the correlation between the acoustic inputs� as discussed below�

� Context sensitivity� In the case of Recurrent Neural Networks �RNN� or if
several acoustic vectors Xn�d

n�c � fxn�c� � � � � xn� � � � � xn�dg are used at the in�
put of an MLP� local correlation of acoustic vectors can be taken into account
in the probability distribution� In the case of an MLP� outputs will be esti�
mates of P �qkjX

n�d
n�c �� This provides a simple mechanism for incorporating

acoustic context into the statistical formulation�Of course� ANNs are not the
only way to incorporate such context� Many current systems use �rst and sec�
ond time derivatives �		��� computed over a span of a few frames� allowing
very limited acoustical context modeling� Some systems transform a context
window of a few adjacent frames �typically ��� frames in total� with Linear
Discriminant Analysis �LDA�� which �nds a linear transformation that max�
imizes the between�class variance while minimizing the within�class variance
�see� e�g�� �	���� The neural network can be seen as a generalization of these
approaches that permits arbitrary weights and a nonlinear transformation
of the input data�

� Discrimination� ANNs can easily accommodate discriminant training� Of
course� as currently done in standard HMM�ANN hybrid discrimination is
only local �at the frame level�� However� recent theoretical work that allows
global discriminant training of hybrid systems will be brie�y presented in
this paper�

� Parsimonious use of parameters since all probability distributions are repre�
sented by the same set of shared parameters� It is also known that it is more
�economical� to model boundaries between acoustic classes �i�e�� posteriors�
than surfaces of density functions �i�e�� likelihoods��

� Flexibility� Using a neural network as the acoustic probability estimator per�
mits the easy combination of diverse features� such as a mixture of continuous
and categorical �discrete� measures�

� Complementarity� it is sometimes the case that neural networks can supply
complementary information to that provided by an existing likelihood�based
system� For instance� in one approach� the combination of HMMs with a
neural network �referred to as �segmental neural network�� provided some
improvements over the original system ��� In that case� an N�best paradigm
is used to generate the N�best utterance hypotheses that are then rescored
by a neural network taking complete phonetic segments into account�

� Finally� there are two more potential advantages in directly estimating local
a posteriori probabilities vs �Gaussian�based� likelihoods�
	� Recently� it was observed that the availability of posterior probabilities

�before division by priors� allowed a more e�cient pruning for large
vocabulary speech recognition systems ��	��

� Given the way they are usually computed� the magnitude of the likeli�
hoods depends on the size of the feature space� On the other hand� a
posteriori probabilities are independent of the dimension of the input
space� allowing for comparisons between di
erent features �e�g�� accord�
ing to the entropy of the posterior distribution��



We and others have performed numerous experiments that have veri�ed these
two points� In some of them� a �xed HMM was used and alternate probability
estimators were substituted ����������When these experiments were controlled
for the number of parameters� there have been signi�cant improvements using
the approaches described here� Some of this quantitative evidence will be brie�y
summarized in Section ����

� Hybrid HMM�ANN Recognition System

��� The Basic System

As mentioned above� we and others have discriminatively trained large neural
networks to estimate HMM emission probabilities for continuous speech recogni�
tion� In particular� systems have been developed to perform speech recognition
for up to ������ word vocabularies� given millions of examples of feature vectors
for training� At our laboratories �and those of colleagues throughout the US and
Europe�� we have focused on using a simple Multilayer Perceptron �MLP� that
is illustrated in Figure �� though similar results have been achieved at other labs
with structures such as RNNs �	���

It is deceptively simple� consisting of a single large hidden layer� typically
with between ��� and ���� hidden units that receive input from several hun�
dred acoustic variables �e�g�� � frames of acoustic context consisting of 	th or�
der Perceptual Linear Prediction coe�cients �PLP�	� �	�� and log energy� along
with their derivatives� or � features per frame��� The output typically corre�
sponds to simple context�independent acoustic classes such as phones de�ned
for the TIMIT phonetic database� using �	 phones� Each word model consists of
a succession of phone models� and each phone model uses a single density� with
emission probabilities calculated from MLP outputs via Bayes� rule�

Despite this apparent simplicity� there are some signi�cant characteristics of
this system that have appeared to be necessary for good performance� The major
points are summarized in the following sections� for further explanation� see ����

��� Training

We and others have used on�line training instead of o
�line �true gradient� back�
propagation� In this approach� the weights are adjusted in the direction of the
error gradient with respect to the weight vector� as estimated from a single pat�
tern� With an accurate estimate of the error gradient� one could proceed in the
direction of the local training minimum� However� the per�pattern gradient esti�
mate can be viewed as a noisy estimate of the gradient over the entire training
set� The size of the learning step can be viewed as the magnitude of the noise� in
the limit� very large learning steps move over the error surface randomly� while

� Many experiments have been done in our lab that resulted in this choice of input
features� Some of these are reported in ���	�
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Fig� �� Acoustic vectors from the current frame� � previous� and � following frames are
processed by a single large hidden layer� The output corresponds to phonetic categories
used for labeling of the TIMIT database�

very small steps closely correspond to the true gradient� In fact� it can be bene��
cial to have more noise �larger steps� initially� in order to escape from potentially
poor local solutions� Additionally� given realistic training data� which is typically
quite redundant� each full pass through the data represents many passes through
similar subsets� and thus can be relatively e�cient� A compromise approach that
we have often found to be quite e�cient �particularly for parallel implementa�
tions� is to collect gradient information over a moderate number of patterns
�e�g�� �� before updating weights� We currently refer to this as �bunch� mode
training�

In practice� using on�line gradient search and a relative entropy error crite�
rion� only a small number of passes through the data are required to phonetically
train the network �typically 	 to ��� This is generally unchanged for �bunch�
mode operation�

In addition to the use of on�line or bunch�mode training� other aspects of the
training method include�

� Cross�validation  It is necessary to use a stopping criterion based on an
independent portion of the data� i�e�� utterances that are not used for train�
ing� While this is a good general rule in training pattern classi�ers� most



of the early published suggestions for neural network stopping criteria were
measures based on the training set� e�g�� gradient magnitude or slope� The
networks that were ultimately successful for continuous speech recognition
are quite large� often using hundreds of thousands to millions of parameters�
These nets are susceptible to over�tting the training data� resulting in bad
probability estimation and very poor generalization performance on the test
set� In addition to merely halting the training based on performance for an
independent validation set� a training procedure can be used in which the
learning rate is also adjusted to improve generalization ���� Speci�cally� the
learning rate is reduced �typically by a factor of � when cross�validation
indicates that a given rate is no longer useful� Additionally� we have empir�
ically noted that after the �rst reduction� only a single epoch at each rate
is useful� The heuristic of only permitting a single pass for any learning rate
after the initial one cuts down the number of epochs by almost a factor of
two� and has little e
ect on �nal performance�

� Training criterion  Using relative entropy instead of the MSE criterion
speeds convergence� The correction resulting from this criterion is always
linear and does not saturate when the output values are at the extremes
�tails� of the sigmoid �where the correction for the MSE criterion is negligi�
ble��

� Initialization of output biases  Histograms of the output biases of phoneti�
cally trained MLPs showed a narrow distribution around a strongly negative
value �typically around ���� This is no coincidence� since the input to the sig�

moid nonlinearity for and output unit produces the log odds� or log p�qjx	
� � p�qjx	

when the output produces p�qjx�� When the evidence from the data is equivo�

cal� this is roughly equal to log p�q	
� � p�q	 � and since these each p�q� is much less

than 	� the sigmoid input is roughly equal to log p�q�� Under the assumption
that the data is uninformative� the weighted sum due to the input from the
previous layer can be ignored� and the bias should be roughly the log prior
for the associated class� This is a rough argument� and for speci�c distribu�
tions �such as a Gaussian� it can be shown to be inaccurate� Nonetheless� the
empirical observation �from histograms� is that it is roughly true� at least
in the sense that the average output bias of the converged network is close
to the average log prior probability� Additionally� it has been con�rmed that
initializing the biases to the rough range that they will ultimately approach
speeds convergence� and slightly improves the results�

� Random pattern presentation  In earlier forms of our analysis we presented
the data sequentially according to the speech signal� Sequential presentation
of the acoustic vectors to the net �i�e�� in the order that they were spoken�
can cause slow convergence� requiring a very low learning rate in the case
of on�line training� In the current method� the speech vectors are presented
at random �preserving the relative frequencies of the classes�� which speeds
up ANN training� and also slightly improves the results� In a variant on this
approach for practical training using speech databases whose size exceeds the
physical memory� blocks of sequential sentences �which can be randomized



at the sentence level� are read from disk into physical memory� and frames
can be presented randomly from within the block� In both schemes� it does
not appear to matter whether random sampling is done with or without
replacement �i�e�� it does not matter whether each random frame choice is
constrained to be a di
erent one than had already been chosen��
We note here that for the case of RNN training� sequential frame presentation
is necessary since the structure is one with an in�nite impulse response�
However� in practice RNN�based hybrid systems have provided equivalent
performance to that provided by MLP�based hybrids�

��� State Priors and Pronunciation Model

As noted earlier� in the current HMM�ANN paradigm� data likelihoods are es�
timated by applying Bayes� Rule to the ANN outputs� or� in practice� dividing
each posterior probability by the corresponding class priors to get scaled data
likelihoods� as shown in �	��

However� it can also be shown that� in theory� HMMs can be trained using
local posterior probabilities as emission probabilities ���� resulting in models that
are both locally and globally discriminant� See Section � for a brief description
of some current work in this area� which is described more fully in ����

For current systems� there are generally mismatches between the prior class
probabilities implicit to the training data and the priors that are implicit to the
lexical and syntactic models that are used in recognition� For instance� Figure �
shows the HMM for a pronunciation of �the cat��

dh ax kcl tclk ae t

Fig� �� Simpli�ed pronunciation model for the phrase �the cat� using Darpa�bet sym�
bols for the phones� The �dh� symbol refers to the voiced form of �th�� that is� one in
which the vocal cords are vibrating� The initial consonant of the second word is repre�
sented by two states� one corresponding to the k�closure and the second corresponding
to the k�burst� The �nal consonant of the second word is represented by two states�
one corresponding to the t�closure and the second corresponding to the t�burst� but
often the t�burst is omitted	 hence the alternate path skipping this sound� The states
without labels are non�emitting states representing the start and �nish of the phrase�

The topological de�nition given in the �gure will �in combination with all of
the other models� determine the prior probability for each phone during recog�
nition� for instance� if the sound �ax� only occurs after �dh�� then the prior
probability of the former would be dependent on the prior probability of the
latter sound� Depending on both this collection of pronunciation models and the
language model� each phone in a sequence like �the cat� will have some prior
probability of occurring that may be a poor match to the relative frequencies in



the training set� particularly if the pronunciation models come from dictionaries
and if the language model is inferred from large text corpora� This can result in
signi�cant degradations in recognition performance when the posteriors are used
for recognition directly� Thus� it is generally safer to divide the ANN outputs by
class priors� taking care to handle the cases of classes that rarely or never occur
in the training set� leading to negligible or zero values for the estimates of the
class priors�

On the other hand� it would ultimately be desirable to infer statistical word
and word sequence models that are consistent with the acoustic training data
�or at least to take advantage of the prior information implicit to the acoustic
training data�� For this case� it would �in principle� be preferable to use posterior
probability estimates from the network� Colleagues at ICSI have in fact observed
during some experiments with pronunciation inference that division by class
priors is not required in this case�

��� Embedded Alignment

ANNs trained for classi�cation require supervision �labeled targets for each pat�
tern�� An early problem in applying ANN methods to speech recognition was
the apparent requirement of hand�labeled frames for ANN training� Since the
ANN outputs can be used in a DP procedure for global decoding �after division
by the prior probabilities�� it is possible to use embedded Viterbi training to
iteratively optimize both the segmentation and the ANN parameters� In this
procedure� illustrated in Figure �� each ANN training is done using labels from
the previous Viterbi alignment� In turn� an ANN is used to estimate training set
state probabilities� and dynamic programming given the training set models is
used to determine the new labels for the next ANN training�

Of course� as for standard HMM Viterbi training� one must start this proce�
dure somewhere� and also have a consistent criterion for stopping� Many initial�
izations can be used� including initializing the training set segmentation linearly
or in proportion to average phoneme durations� More recently we have achieved
better results initializing the procedure by training an ANN on a standard hand�
segmented corpus �TIMIT for the case of American English�� and using this ANN
to align the training set for any new unlabeled corpus�

��	 Some Results

The major focus in this paper is to describe the ideas that are in common to a
family of methods that are being investigated by a large number of laboratories�
As such� we have felt that a strong emphasis on numerical results would be
a diversion from the major message � it is not di�cult to come up with sets
of results that show improvements of method X over method Y� However� we
do include here a brief litany of results from several laboratories that seem to
con�rm some of the major points of this paper�
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Fig� �� Embedded Viterbi learning with MLP�

	� Many �relatively simple� speech recognition systems based on this hybrid
HMM�ANN approach� have been proved� on controlled tests� to be both
e
ective in terms of accuracy �comparable or better than equivalent state�
of�the�art systems� and e�cient in terms of CPU and memory run�time
requirements� More recently� such a system ABBOT from Cambridge Uni�
versity �see� e�g���	��� has been evaluated under both the North American
ARPA program and the European LRE SQALE project ������ word vocab�
ulary� speaker independent continuous speech recognition�� In the SQALE
evaluation ���� the system was found to perform slightly better than any
other leading European system and required an order of magnitude less CPU
resources to complete the test� Another striking result is that the acoustic
models for this system used several hundred thousand parameters �around
������� for ABBOT� while the corresponding models for the competing sys�
tems used millions of parameters �around 	�
 as mentioned in the intro�
duction�� While the language models for all the systems used a comparable
number of parameters �also millions�� this still had a signi�cant e
ect on the
practical implementation� and also was an experimental con�rmation of the
succinctness of neural network probability estimators�

� It is possible to train networks that are quite large �over a million weights�
on millions of speech training patterns with very few epochs� the resulting
networks can be used to estimate emission probabilities for HMMs in large



and di�cult tasks in continuous speech recognition� This was demonstrated
in ���� where we described a 	�� million�weight network that was trained
on � million frames of speech from the Wall Street Journal pilot data� This
simple estimator was then used to get 	�! error on the �����word vocabulary
evaluation set using a standard bigram grammar� A smaller network �with
roughly �

� of the parameters� gave over �! error on the same test set�
showing that at least for our training paradigm and architecture we bene�ted
greatly from the larger number of parameters�

�� For a number of tasks� simple tied�Gaussian mixture systems do not perform
as well as hybrid HMM�ANN systems that use a similar number of param�
eters and the same input features� For equivalent performance� the classical
HMM system must be made much more complicated �for instance� typically
using context�dependent models and many more parameters�� For instance�
for the 	��� word vocabulary� perplexity �� wordpair grammar Resource
Management continuous speech recognition task� it was reported in ���� that
a context�independent version of SRI�s DECIPHER system had 		!word er�
ror on a particular Feb 	��	 evaluation test set� The same system using MLP
outputs as probability estimates achieved ���! errors using a similar num�
ber of parameters� Even better performance could be achieved by a context�
dependent version of DECIPHER �see item � below�� but this required the
use of detailed context and many more parameters� In the same report it
was shown that relatively simple forms of context could be incorporated in
the network estimators as well and could achieve similar performance as
tied�mixture estimators using much more detailed models of context and an
order of magnitude more parameters� For further discussion about this with
more results� see ����� In ��� similar conclusions were also drawn for quite a
di
erent example� connected digit recognition for a standard TI database� In
this case� string error for a moderate�sized MLP �about 		��� parameters�
was about ��!� while the string error for a ����� parameter tied mixture
system was ���!� In order to get comparable performance� the number of
mixtures had to be expanded so that there were an order of magnitude more
parameters than in the MLP case�

�� The best current pure�HMM systems currently outperform the best current
hybrid systems on some tasks with a large amount of training data� Again�
the HMM systems are frequently much more complicated� with many pa�
rameters and complex forms of smoothing� frequently the improvement over
the simpler hybrid system is small� For instance� in the connected digit case
described above ��� by expanding to over ������ parameters� Lubensky et
al� were able to achieve a ! string error� which is an error rate reduction
of �! relative to the system incorporating the MLP estimator� For large
vocabulary recognition this has also been true as of this writing�

�� Smoothed combinations of hybrid HMM�ANN systems and purely HMM�
based systems appear to often give better performance than either one alone�
Often this is done by smoothing together probabilities or log probabilities at
the frame level� For instance� this was shown for the connected digits exam�
ple given above� In that case� combining emission probability estimates for



the best Gaussian mixture system with those from the MLP gave roughly
a 	��! string error� which was the best performance reported� Similarly�
in ����� the same MLP estimator that yielded a ���! word error on the Re�
source Management task was used to improve a complex Gaussian mixture
system from ���! error to ��! error� In both experiments� the researchers
smoothed together log emission probability estimates� Thus� on quite dif�
ferent tasks studied by unrelated laboratories� it was observed that a very
good HMM�based system using Gaussian mixture estimators could be fur�
ther improved by smoothing with estimates from an ANN� Similar results
have been observed in other laboratories as well�

�� In work at BBN ����� the subsystems were combined in a di
erent way �by
taking a list of the most likely N sentences as estimated by a pure HMM
system� and reordering them based on phonetic segment probabilities as
estimated by an MLP�� but they too reported consistent improvements over
the simpler system�

� Hybrid HMM�ANN Revisited

The hybrid HMM�ANN systems as discussed in the previous section are a modi�
�ed form of an earlier design we called �discriminant HMMs�� which was initially
developed to directly estimate and train ANN parameters to optimize global pos�
terior probabilities P �M jX��

This theory has recently been further explored yielding�

	� Better discriminant systems and a new hybrid HMM�ANN approach re�
ferred to as REMAP �Recursive Estimation and Maximization of A Posteri�
ori probabilities� ��� based on conditional transition probabilities p�q�jqk� xn�
estimated by a particular form of ANN�

� Better understanding of the general hybrid HMM�ANN theory and its rela�
tionship to what had been done so far�

This work is brie�y reviewed in this section�

��� Global Posteriors

Similarly to what was done in Section � �equation �� it can be shown ��� that
the global posterior probability P �M jX��� can be expressed as�

P �M jX��� �
X
�Sj

P �M�Sj jX���

�
X
�Sj

P �M�S
j
�� S

j
�� � � � � S

j

N jX��� �	��

in which ��Sj� represents all possible �legal� state sequences in M � Sjn the
speci�c state of model M visited at time n for path Sj � Of course� as with



usual HMMs� Sjn will be associated with a particular state of the set of possible
states Q and� at time n� will thus take a speci�c value qnk


� meaning that Sjn � qk�
If we consider a speci�c �j�th� state sequence� the posterior probability of

the state sequence and the model may be decomposed into the product of an
acoustic model and a prior over models ��language model� and state sequences��

P �M�S
j
�� � � � � S

j
N jX��� � P �Sj�� � � � � S

j
N jX���� �z �

ac�model

P �M jSj�� � � � � S
j
N � ��� �z �

prior

�	��

The X dependence in the second factor in �	�� is dropped since the hidden part
�the state sequence� is hypothesized� With the usual assumptions of a �rst�order
Markov process and conditionals on X limited to local context Xn�c

n�c we can
simplify the two factors in �	���

P �Sj�� � � � � S
j
N jX��� �

NY
n��

P �SjnjS
j
n��� X

n�d
n�c � �� �	��

The �prior� factor in �	�� is usually assumed independent of the acoustic model
parameters � �i�e�� parametrized in terms of independent parameters� and can
be approximated as�

P �M jSj�� � � � � S
j
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�
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Using these simpli�cations we can approximate �	���
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and the Viterbi approximation may be obtained by replacing the sum over state
sequences with a maximization�

In hybrid HMM�ANN systems� all emission probabilities are estimated from
an ANN� Thus� since all Sjn � Q� probabilities P �SjnjS

j
n��� X

n�d
n�c � are given by

P �qn� jq
n��
k � Xn�d

n�c � �for all possible k and � � �	� k��� qn� referring to that speci�c
state distribution qk of Q hypothesized at time n in path Sj � All emission prob�
abilities in �	�� can thus be estimated to the ANN outputs P �qn� jq

n��
k � Xn�d

n�c ��
referred to as conditional transition probabilities�

As with traditional hybrid HMM�ANN systems� these conditional transition
probabilities can be estimated by an ANN with K output units and in which
the acoustic input Xn�d

n�c is complemented by a set of additional input units
representing the state q� hypothesized at the previous time step n�	� Of course�
the network will then have to be estimated for all �qk� q���pairs allowed by M �

We note here that this formulation �	�� has three sets of prior probabili�
ties� P �M � as the usual prior probability of the model �e�g�� given by the gram�
mar��P �q�jqk� representing the training data priors� and P �q�jqk�M � the Markov

� Corresponding to the notation usually used in our previous papers�



model priors� The state transition priors are independent of the HMM topology�
The Markov model priors are actually the so�called transition probabilities be�
tween states�

In ���� it is shown how the conditional transition probabilities can be ob�
tained at the output of an ANN and how this ANN can be trained to guarantee
maximization of P �M jX��� for the right model M associated with X� yielding
global discrimination� This is based on the REMAP algorithm �Recursive Es�
timation Maximization of A Posterior probabilities�� which is a particular kind
of GEM �Generalized Expectation Maximization� algorithm� This algorithm is
currently under investigation� e�g�� to improve current HMM�ANN systems or
to yield better estimates of con�dence levels�

��� Initial HMM
ANN Approach

The above formulation was derived in the context of stochastic �nite state ac�
ceptor models �also known as discriminative HMMs�� However� by removing the
dependency on the previous state in �	�� we arrive at a hybrid system similar
to those previously developed� In this case� �	�� becomes�

P �M jX��� � P �M �
X
�Sj

�
NY
n��

P �SjnjX
n�d
n�c �

P �SjnjM �

P �Sjn�

�
�	��

which gives a clear justi�cation for dividing the local posterior estimate by the
training data priors to arrive at the scaled likelihoods that are used in the de�
coding� This demonstrates that� given the previously stated assumptions� hybrid
HMM�ANN systems �as we have formulated them in the past� do produce an
estimate of the global posterior P �M jX�� Equations �	�� and �	�� also provide
us with a clear way of properly including language model information �P �M ��
into the formalism �as part of other local prior information��

��� Forward�Backward Training

In the hybrid systems previously developed� a Viterbi training was used in which
the summation over state sequences in �	�� or �	�� is replaced by a maximization
over state sequences� However� we can now derive a forward�backward algorithm
for hybrid HMM�ANN training without using the Viterbi approximation� This
is an application of the Generalized EM algorithm� where the missing data is
the state sequence �as usual in HMM estimation�� the E�step is the estimation of
ANN targets using a forward�backward recurrence and the M�step is the ANN
training� This is a generalized EM algorithm since the M�step is not exact� As
for standard HMM systems� it is shown in �	��� that new forward and backward
recurrences can be de�ned in which the ANN outputs are used to compute and
maximize

P �XjM �

P �X�
�

P �M jX�

P �M �
�	��

also yielding global discrimination�



� Multi�Stream HMM�ANN Systems

	�� Motivations

Current automatic speech recognition systems treat any incoming signal as one
entity� There are� however� several reasons why we might want to view the speech
signal as a multi�stream input in which each stream is processed �up to some
temporal level� more or less independently of the others� In this section� we brie�y
discuss the work which has been done towards multi�stream speech recognition
with hybrid HMM�ANN systems� Hybrid HMM�ANN systems could provide a
good framework for such problems� where discrimination and the possibility of
using temporal context are important features�

In the case of short�term �frame�based� frequency analysis� even when only a
single frequency component is corrupted �e�g�� by a selective additive noise�� the
whole feature vector is corrupted� and typically the performance of the recognizer
is severely impaired� The work of Fletcher and his colleagues �see the insightful
review of his work in �	�� suggests that human decoding of the linguistic message
is based on decisions within narrow frequency sub�bands that are processed
quite independently of each other� Recombination of decisions from these sub�
bands is done at some intermediate level and in such a way that the global
error rate is equal to the product of error rates in the sub�bands� Whether or
not this is an accurate statement for disparate bands in continuous speech �the
relevant Fletcher experiments were done with nonsense syllables using highpass
or lowpass �lters only�� we see some engineering reasons for considering some
form of this sub�band approach�

	� The message may be impaired �e�g�� by noise� only in some speci�c fre�
quency bands� When recognition is based on several independent decisions
from di
erent frequency sub�bands� the decoding of linguistic message need
not be severely impaired� as long as the remaining clean sub�bands supply
su�ciently reliable information�

� Some sub�bands may be inherently better for certain classes of speech sounds
than others�

�� Transitions between more stationary segments of speech do not necessarily
occur at the same time across the di
erent frequency bands� which makes the
piecewise stationary assumption more fragile� The sub�band approach may
have the potential of relaxing the synchrony constraint inherent in current
HMM systems�

�� Di
erent recognition strategies might ultimately be applied in di
erent sub�
bands�

It may also be interesting to de�ne the speech signal in terms of several infor�
mation streams� each stream resulting from a particular way of analyzing the
speech signal� For example� models aimed at capturing the syllable level tempo�
ral structure could then be used in parallel with classical phoneme�based models�
Another potential application of this approach could be the dynamic merging of
asynchronous temporal sequences �possibly with di
erent frame rate�� such as
visual and acoustic inputs�



Although work has been done on multi�band speech recognition ��� as well
as for ASR based on multiple time scales �	��� only the multi�band results will
be brie�y described here�

	�� Approach

In the following we brie�y present the approach presently used to recombine
several sources of information represented by di
erent input streams� In this
case� an observation sequence X �representing the utterance to be recognized�
is assumed to be composed of K input streams Xk �possibly of di
erent lengths
and�or di
erent frame rates�� A hypothesized model M associated with X will
then be built up by concatenating J sub�unit models Mj �j � 	� � � � � J� associ�
ated with the sub�unit level at which we want to perform the recombination of
the input streams �e�g�� syllables�� To allow the processing of each of the input
streams independently of each other up to the pre�de�ned sub�unit boundaries
�determined automatically during decoding�� each sub�unit model Mj is com�
posed of parallel models Mk

j �possibly with di
erent topologies� that are forced
to recombine their respective segmental scores at some temporal anchor points�
The resulting statistical model is illustrated in Figure ��
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= Recombination at the sub-unit level

Fig� �� General form of a K�stream recognizer with anchor points between speech units
�to force synchrony between the di
erent streams�� Note that the model topology is
not necessarily the same for the di
erent sub�systems�

In this model we note that�

� The parallel HMMs� associated with each of the input streams� do not nec�
essarily have the same topology�

� The recombination state �
N

in Fig� �� is not a regular HMM state since it
will be responsible for recombining �according to the possible rules discussed
below� probabilities �or likelihoods� accumulated over a same temporal seg�
ment for all the streams� This should of course be done for all possible
segmentation points� The problem appears to be similar to the continuous
speech recognition problem where all of the concurrent word segmentations�
as well as all of the phone segmentations� must be hypothesized� However�
as recombination concerns sub�unit paths that must begin at the same time�
and as the best state path in not the same for all of the sub�stream models�
it is necessary to keep track of the dynamic programming paths for all of the



FB No
W Acc
W SNR
W MLP

clean ��� ���� ���� ���� ����
noisy ����� ���� ��� ��� �

Table �� Error rates on isolated word recognition ��� German words� telephone
speech� and noise was additive white noise in the �st frequency band� ��dB SNR�
Critical band energies were used as features� �FB� refers to regular full�band recog�
nizer	 �No�W� refers to sub�band recombination at state level without any weighting	
�Acc�W�� state recombination with weights proportional to phonetic sub�band ac�
curacy	 �SNR�W�� state recombination with weights proportional to automatically
estimated sub�band SNR� The column �MLP� refers to sub�band recombination at
word level using an MLP�

sub�unit starting points� Hence� an approach such as the two�level dynamic
programming is required� Alternatively� a particular form of HMM decompo�
sition ����� referred to as HMM recombination� can also be used ���� Finally�
multiple�pass approaches can be used in which lattices are generated by a
simpler system and then rescored by one or more multi�stream recognizers�

	�� Experiments

In one experiment ���� we used ��state HMM�ANN phone models� 	� critical
bands for the full�band system� and three sub�bands �spanning ���	����� ���	�
	�� and �	��������� Hz� for the three sub�band HMM�ANN recognizers� Note
that the overlap is only due to the critical band �lter characteristics� Each band
roughly encompasses one formant� The database consisted of 	�� German iso�
lated command words� telephone speech� with 	� speakers in the test set�

The features used for each recognizer were critical band energies comple�
mented by their �rst temporal derivatives� and � frames of contextual informa�
tion were used at the input of the ANNs� State level and word level recombina�
tions were tested� In the case of word level merging� an MLP with 	�� �words�
� � �bands� input units and 	�� output units was trained on normalized log�
likelihoods from the clean training data�

Resulting error rates are reported in Table 	� Recognition performance of the
di
erent recombination strategies are compared with the full�band approach� in
case of clean speech and noisy speech �additive white noise in the 	st sub�band�
	�dB SNR�� For clean speech we have been able to achieve results that were at
least as good as the conventional full�band recognizer �though for this size test
set the di
erences are not statistically signi�cant at p � �����

When one of the frequency bands is contaminated by selective noise� the
multi�band recognizer yields much more graceful degradation than the broad�
band recognizer� The best results have been achieved using weights derived from
S�N estimates� However� we have observed that even without any knowledge
about the S�N ratio in sub�bands �using equal weighting ��No�W�� or sub�band



accuracy weighting ��Acc�W��� the sub�band recognizer still yields much better
results than the conventional full�band recognizer�

More recently� a similar approach was successfully used to merge acoustic
streams with di
erent time scale properties �e�g�� respectively capturing phonetic
and syllabic dynamics� �	��� In other experiments ����� it was also shown that a
similar approach could also be used to better capture the possible asynchrony
between frequency bands� These multi�stream results are also reminiscent of
earlier experiments in which we showed that the combination of phone models
with models trained to emphasize transitions signi�cantly improved robustness
to additive noise ����

� Other Connectionist Approaches

This paper has focused on the hybrid HMM�ANN approach� in which some kind
of network �typically an MLP� RBF� RNN� or TDNN� trained for classi�cation by
an MSE or relative entropy criterion is used to estimate probabilities or distances
to be used in dynamic programming matching to a HMM� This is currently the
most common application of neural networks to continuous speech recognition�
However� a range of other approaches and subproblems in speech recognition are
being investigated by researchers� Some of the most common are�

� Predictive networks � In this case� ANNs are not trained to perform phonetic
�HMM state� classi�cation� but instead are trained �according to a MSE
criterion� as an autoregressive �AR� model to predict a feature vector given
some previous number of feature vectors and the assumption of a particular
HMM state ��������

� ANN models of HMMs � Connectionist structures can also be used to rep�
resent standard HMM�based algorithms� Examples include the Viterbi net�
work �	�� which implements a Viterbi decoder� and the Alpha�Net ���� which
simulates the forward recurrence of the forward�backward HMM algorithm�

� Global optimization through nonlinear transformation � Networks can pro�
vide a general nonlinear transformation of the observation vectors for an
otherwise standard HMM�based system� This permits a global optimization
of the input transformation together with a global training of the HMMs ����

� Minimum classi�cation error optimization � The Generalized Probabilistic
Descent�Minimum Classi�cation Error �GPD�MCE� training method �	��
is a general framework for classi�er optimization� It is based on the in�
corporation of a smooth classi�cation error function into a gradient search
optimization objective� The optimization objective is closely linked to the
recognition error rate�

� Preprocessing � Many researchers have used feature map representations�
related to one of the formulations from Kohonen and collaborators �	���
to generate feature representations for a speech recognizer� In other designs�
researchers have experimented with networks to provide mappings from noisy
to clean data ���� or from a new speaker to an old speaker �	���



� Postprocessing � As noted earlier� many researchers have used lattice gen�
eration �or N�best utterance lists� as an intermediate step in order to test
new processing methods without having to embed them in the main system�
Neural networks have often been used in such systems� For instance� in the
case of the Segmental Neural Network ����� networks are trained on phonetic
segments as determined from Viterbi alignments in the training set� and then
are run to generate probabilities for sequences of segments in each hypoth�
esized utterance� The resulting scores are blended with the the scores from
the primary system� and have been shown to improve overall performance�
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